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Fibre and Process Information System

Truly, state-of-the-art technology
- ICCTM
ized
recogn

Configuration

Measurement of Fibre and Seed Coat Neps, Effective Length and
Short Fibre Content (SFC) based on End - aligned principle
Options: True Neps (TN), True Short Fibre (TSF) and Gravimetric Trash

Configuration

Fully automatic High Volume Cotton Tester with modules for testing
Length, Strength, Micronaire, Colour, Maturity and BaleSMART

Nep Measurement

Options: Optical or Gravimetric Trash, True Maturity

Patented High speed Aero-mechanical individualiser (AMI) and Laser beam for
accurate measurement of Fibre and Seed Coat Neps. Consistent values of Neps
are achieved with a statistically significant sample size of 5 to 10 grams within

Flat Sampling Technology

3 minutes

A radically new sample preparation technique totally eliminates the operator
influence. The flat sampling technique helps in preparation of a uniform and
consistent fibre sample by applying uniform pressure on the cotton

flocks

for

Length Measurement

Actual length measurement on an End-aligned sample. Precise Short Fibre
content by the best combination of the classical End-aligned fibre sample

testing

(Baer Sorter) concept with modern automated sample preparation

and

measurement
True Maturity

True Maturity in PREMIER ART 2 adopts

a

unique

method

of maturity

measurement which ensures traceability to Image Analysis method

True Neps

True Neps (TN) helps to control the process parameters in Card and Comber,
identify rogue machines as well as to determine life of card clothing. Enables

Moisture Measurement

predicting yarn Neps at Finisher Draw frame stage based on the yarn count

Automatic Moisture measurement ensures accurate Strength values without
the impact of the ambient conditions
True Short Fibre

True Short Fibre (TSF) represents short fibres based on fibre length distribution
against a fixed length of 12.7 mm. True Short Fibre helps to optimise the thick

BaleSMART

User friendly application software for Bale Management simplifies the Bale lay-down

places and its associated quality parameters

procedure to ensure consistent quality. Plays an important role in the mixing cost
aQura Length

This length from the End-aligned sample helps to optimise Draw frame
roller settings to achieve an optimal yarn quality

G-trash

Automatic Gravimetric Trash measurement provides precise results.

The entire

sequence of collection and weighment of Trash is automatic within one passage
of material

G-trash

Automatic Gravimetric Trash measurement provides precise results. The entire
sequence of collection and weighment of Trash is automatic within one
passage of material
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TM

TM

More than an Evenness tester

Configuration

EX : Measurement of Yarn, Roving and Sliver for Evenness and traditional
Hairiness Index (Hi). Exclusive features comprises of Fabric simulation, Slub and

The Quality Expert

Configuration

Fancy yarn measurement.

LX : Measurement of Yarn, Roving and Sliver for Evenness and 3
Unique Hairiness parameters, viz: Hair Severity (HS), Hair Count distribution
(Hc) and traditional Hairiness Index (Hi). Exclusive features comprises of
Fabric simulation, Slub and Fancy yarn measurement.

Slub and Fancy Yarn

The all new Slub and Fancy yarn module comprehensively measures all
parameters to optimise the Slub yarn process. A unique feature allows the user to

Hyper Sensitive imperfections

3 additional sensitivity levels, viz; Thin-25%, Thick+25% and Neps+100%
apart from the existing extra sensitive imperfections opens up new

quickly compare the expected and the actual Slub occurrence

process control possibilities

Imperfection Distribution

Independent distribution charts for Thin, Thick and Neps helps to understand

Rigorous Analysis

The

Quality

Expert

equips

the

user

with

knowledge

by

highlighting the exceptions during testing which prompts the user to

the behavior of fault and to initiate appropriate action

look into specific areas like VL - Curve, Spectrogram, deviation of a
specific parameter

Fabric Simulation

from the standard etc. Trend and comparison

An unique Fabric simulation software simulates most of the popularly used Woven

report in both Numerical and Graphical

and Knitted fabrics. Black board simulation helps to correct

possibilities for analysis

the

process

form

provides

further

instantaneously
3 Hairiness Parameters

Measurement of Hair Severity (HS), Hair Count (Hc) distribution and
Hairiness Index (Hi) simultaneously for the first time. An intelligent

Hairiness Index Hi

The traditional Hairiness Index is used for trading purpose, which

measures hairs

solution, based on Hair Severity (HS) statistics provide practical and

irrespective of length over 1cm yarn length

user friendly guidelines
available in

LX Only

Tensomaxx

TM

Class

Single Yarn Tensile Tester

5

TM

The New Classification Standard

Ÿ

with Foreign Fibre and White PP classes

PREMIER Tensomaxx

Configuration

Testing of Yarn, Lea and optional Fabric testing clamps

Configuration

OffLine classification system to detect Mass, Foreign Fibre and White PP. Suitable

Test Speed up to 5000 mm/min

for Manual cheese winder or Automatic winding machine with 6 or 12 drums

Automatic Yarn feeding

capacity

Principle - Constant Rate of Elongation (CRE)
Visible Light & Infrared
Measurement

and InfraRed technology. This unique technology enables detection of non-

Numerical measurement of

cotton material, viz. White PP and Foreign Fibres.

- Breaking Tenacity (RKM)
- Breaking Force
- Breaking Elongation

Classi Q5 is the first classification system to use a combination of Visible Light

White PP

“First of its kind”, OffLine classification into 12 classes for White PP helps to analyse
and optimise the process

- Part Work done / Work done
- Modulus Characteristics
Analysis

Scatter diagram

Graphical Results of

better process optimisation

- Force Elongation Curve
- Stroke diagram
- Histogram
- Scatter Chart

Independent Scatter diagram for Mass (45 classes), Foreign Fibre (34 classes)
and White PP (12 classes) enables the user to take appropriate action for

Class wise results

Numerical representation helps to quantify the amount of deviation across
positions / between samples
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ALL NEW Comprehensive Contamination Sorter

Contamination Sorter in Blow Room

PREMIER Xen 2

HYPERSONiC

Configuration

Modules to detect and eject Contaminations of different type and size in Cotton
with two key technologies designed for beginning and end of the Blow Room line.

Configuration

Modules to detect and eject Contamination in Cotton, viz;

Fabric bits,

White PP, Jute bits, Leaves, Feathers, Paper, Leather, Rubber and Oily
Cotton. i QUBE is optimised for smaller tufts running at higher speeds at

Technology

Two key technologies integrated viz. Image processing by state-of-the-art high speed

the end of the Blow Room line

processors operating in parallel and Ultrasonic module with unique design to eliminate
“deaf spots” for Better White PP Detection

Technology

All New system based on Multi Spectrum Detection Analysis (MSDA) which is a
cutting edge technology to detect effectively with improved performance.

Integration

Transfer Zone

Specifically designed for beginning and end of the Blow Room line providing high
operating performance and superior reliability

Integration

A Patented “Transfer Zone” ejection technology operates on focused ejection of

Transfer Zone

contaminants with minimum lint loss

Direct Connectivity with Final Beater of all Blow Room lines with less space
requirement. (Supply - inclusive of Waste Evacuation Motor)

A Patented “Transfer Zone” ejection technology operates on focused ejection
of contaminants with minimum lint loss

Stop Code Terminal
Entry of Stop Code Reasons
Machine Status Display

